PACK INTERNSHIP GRANT PROGRAM

Bilingual News Intern (English & Spanish)

KUNR (Reno Public Radio)
University of Nevada, Reno
Cain Hall Suite 126
Reno, NV 89512

About PressPartners
KUNR is the public radio station in Reno. We provide in-depth local news, along with national news and music programming. Locally, we cover stories related to politics and government, business, education, the environment, public health, and arts and culture. We are nonprofit and we have a growing internship program. KUNR is a robust, but small, news organization, so our interns get a lot of hands-on training, mentoring, and the opportunity to make a real difference in our local coverage.

About the Internship
Reno Public Radio (KUNR 88.7 FM) is looking for bilingual news intern who can speak and write in both English and Spanish to help generate local content for our daily newscasts. This intern would work alongside our other reporters and receive mentoring in order to report and produce multimedia stories that are important to the Hispanic community in Reno.

Qualifications
- Must be able to speak, write, and report in both English and Spanish
- Be familiar with the style and mission of NPR and KUNR programming
- Be a strong writer proficient with grammatical rules and AP style
- Be able to learn quickly and meet tight deadlines
- Be hungry for news content and aware of issues and stories important in Reno
- Broadcast experience in radio or TV is a plus
- Familiarity with audio editing software (like Adobe Audition) and broadcast/digital recording equipment is a plus

Internship Duties
- Gather sound at press events and conduct phone interviews for daily stories
- Pull audio and write copy for news stories
- Post news content on our website and social media
- Assist local reporters with other duties that come up like transcribing interviews and doing background research
- Research, pitch, and report original news stories

$12/hour for 120 hours
Spring Semester 2017

Apply by November 1st, 2016
at www.unr.edu/career